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ONLY ART SAVES
As for all human beings and some outsiders in this world in which we live at, the year 2020 was
certainly the most, we can say, different. Devastated families, broken businesses and entire
markets overwhelmed by a virus that affected from the richest to the poorest, from the most
cautious to the most careless. Personally, my family was extremely affected - where my father, a
surgeon, was seriously infected and the rest is history for another agenda. And during the past
many exhausting months living in that pandemic, it is quite obvious to say that everything has
changed, that we have all changed. I was able to observe, from a distance and up close in some
cases, the necessary changes and adaptations within the most extravagant high-end market that
exists, and in which I myself am included: the art market!
I am 41 years old and a medium-sized gallery, today totally digital and integrated to the new
reality. Right at the beginning of the pandemic, I closed my physical space because it seemed
financially irresponsible to maintain a workplace with high fixed costs without a visible
resumption date - and it was effectively the best decision. I was not the only one, several galleries,
museums, cultural centers and institutions had the same speed of action and we were
consequently put on hold. In a millionaire market for the few and illusory for many, no one knew
what would happen in the ensuing days. At the height of my 41 years, I had to hire a 25-year-old
to teach me how to write programming codes and then put a new website up online to be able
to make sales, which until then seemed to me an almost distant future. I automatically took the
Google Analytics course for beginners, then the advanced one, and I was thrilled to take the socalled Tag Manager, a course for those who are 25 years old and absolutely not 41. I learned that
to have an online gallery, you have to think like a 25-year-old programmer, having the reputation
of a 65-year-old dealer and the stomach of a polyglot museum director in New York. So, I focused
on researching what the commercial galleries with these 3 characteristics were doing, how they
were doing it, and if they were doing it. And behold, a wave of lives and OVRs took over the art
market ...
Sooner or later, all galleries and institutions would have to include in their conventional practices
the unexpected forced interactive digitization in which we find ourselves today. We had endless
online meetings and monitored visits to galleries, studios, museums etc, some very rich in
content, but others made me put my hands on my face more than once. Artists who were not
prepared to speak, curators in pajamas, dogs barking, open microphones and the lack of
minimum preparation - I felt at times in an episode of Porta dos Fundos (Brazilian streaming show
which portraits reality in a highly sarcastic way). And within these so many virtual trips, the main
fairs stood out with excellent programmed content, but with a constant lack of preparation for
those who would be presenting. Without naming names, a gallery owner of extreme importance
during the presentation of his virtual stand at the main fair, belliculously narrates his political

ideology, while another gallery let the assistant speak and the dealer just watched while she
successively erred in technical terms and artist names. Mistakes can effectively happen and we
are all subject to them, but the lack of preparation, when so obvious to the viewer, leaves a
ballast of carelessness towards the consumer.
At the same time that we had numerous errors around the fairs, we also had several successes,
such as the interactive videos of the TEFAF fair, or the impeccable curatorship of the Art Basel
Switzerland stands, the talks with collectors at the Frieze fair in Los Angeles and the properly
scheduled events of smaller fairs such as Pinta Miami or ArtRio which was a huge success due to
careful planning. I believe that the trend now is to have a healthy combination of the best of both
worlds, where digital will also be part of a new face-to-face reality. After all, art must above all
be admired with the eyes, seen with the heart and consequently crowned with the admirer's
financial availability.
I believe this is an age factor: younger people have a structural willingness to adapt to the
electronic. Older people, however assiduous consumers and art lovers, already suffer a little
more to achieve aesthetic nirvana through exclusively digital presentation. With the fairs
canceled in person, we saw a rapid adaptation of the companies responsible for the magnificent
art fairs to the online mode. The galleries quickly started setting up their own OVRs (Online
Viewing Rooms), where each OVR is a small exhibition, an interactive catalog that visitors can
browse in their own time. The fairs became immense inventories, some well done, others in
apprenticeship. Auction houses added high platform technological resources to be able to supply
a possible demand without even being able to predict results. And while all this was happening,
the artists were able to produce, idealize and materialize possible sketches. Some projects in AR
or VR (Augmented Reality and Virtual Reality, respectively) started to appear, and more and more
modern. For example, Rubem Robierb, an artist from Maranhão that we talked about in previous
editions, conceptualized a virtual sculpture where two birds come together to form one,
symbolizing that we are all the same. Artistic activism has never been so high, and we will be able
to see a wave of creative processes realized during the pandemic. Black artists have come to a
highly needed notoriety in numerous institutions, and we can see that competence can be
praised through visibility. In Brazil, we had important structural changes in museums, such as the
hiring of Keyna Eleison, curator of the Museum of Modern Art in Rio since August. Keyna, in
addition to an undoubted competence, proposes to the museum a new look of plurality. Or the
hiring of Sandra Benites by MASP, a doctoral student in Social Anthropology at the National
Museum of UFRJ.
However, just as we had access to a wonderful wave of content and essential twists and turns,
we were also able to see an unbridled colloquium of visions at home with artists producing works
from their immediate realities. In some moments, more than necessary perhaps, I saw artists
showing their creations where, for example, an apple on a plate photographed from the side was
the new series entitled perhaps “foods in the pandemic”. Or that other artist who recorded his
hair growth during the lockdown, making a full plate for comedian / influencer Jerry Gogosian.
For those unfamiliar, @jerrygogosian is an Instagram account created by Hilde Lyn Helphenstein
as a parody. The code name itself already accuses: a junction between the famous art critic Jerry

Saltz and the powerful gallery owner Larry Gagosian. In a restricted account with thousands of
followers in the art world, Hilde is able to publish jokes (or memes, for those who are in fact 25)
extremely sarcastic, creative and intelligent. And while jokes are tirelessly provoked by
obviosities, jobless artists seek to generate unbridled content. I lost count of how many artists I
watched cooking on Instagram, while others like Sérgio Fingermann who was concerned with
making high quality content on his personal account, were taking lead.
Now, for auctions, the changes were a little more subtle. I miss having a catalog in my hand while
I walk around the room with my eyes listening to whispers, while I record the results of each lot.
My grandfather had in his collection a book where prices for thousands of works were available
annually for consultation. Today we have online databases for past consultations, but there is
some doubt about the transparency of some data, and irrelevance for some searches. Of the 4
most important auction houses in the world, we have seen stratospheric results in some lots, and
at the same time works of high caliber without any due attention. With the Sotheby’s app, we
can see the lot in real time on any wall at home, while Bonhams auctions reach discreet records
of high relevance. At Christie’s, several auctioneers speak at the same time, but make agile sales,
while at Phillips Latin works shine again thanks to the insistence of their specialists. The big
problem that I encountered previously in international auctions is the unusual regionalism:
assiduous buyers are preserved when purchasing pieces from their own countries or from their
restricted knowledge. But today with the technology imposed on everyone, these same buyers
have access to works from other cultural districts, making art increasingly global. A clear example
for me is the exhibition held by my gallery by Ecuadorian artist Enrique Tábara, who has had an
international career since the 1960s when he exhibited with Salvador Dali and Antoni Tàpies.
Through an OVR, we have managed to reach collectors from Jakarta to Moscow, from Hong Kong
to Miami, and from Guayaquil to the world.
Money has indeed changed hands, we have no doubt about that. But what this means for the art
market is extremely complex and will bring us even more profound changes than the 25-year-old
programmer can do. Many young people today are having access to financial resources resulting
from the earthquake that the pandemic caused in the world, and these individuals want to have
access to the best - art being at the top of this list of immediate wishes. In recent research by
reports such as UBS Art Report, Delloite Art & Finance, Hiscox UK and even the Artsy Report, new
collectors average between 23 and 25 springs, and despite the lack of experience, they raise their
efforts to be in the top of the world and the financial chain. How to supply these new desires?
Will forced technology be the reach tool to encounter this new tribe? Or will these young
collectors prefer to collect moments rather than material elements? That thought brings me back
a little to the previous year, when a banana - that's right, a banana - was the star of the largest
art fair in the world that generates a few billion dollars in annual revenue. The artwork itself (by
the Italian artist Maurizio Catellan) was just a small instruction manual placed discreetly under a
banana glued to the wall, which drew crowds of people ready to instagram the moment while
frustrated security guards tried to appease the moods of queues of rampant cell phones trying
to prove presence on the spot. Few until today realized that it was not a work of art, but a study
provoked to generate a debate about the unbridled consumption of art without knowledge.

The positive change that online fairs brought to the new world was the differentiated deregionalism. In other words, before we would always see Brazilians buying Brazilian works,
Venezuelans buying Venezuelan works, and so on, because few knew a market other than their
original one. This happens mainly in the American market, by far the largest in the world. With
the OVRs, people became interested in artists and proposals outside their own navel. And this is
wonderful, both for artists who can expand their horizons and for the cultural education that the
world is so desperately in need of. Some rare prepared, studied and qualified advisors can now
breathe easier, while others will still have to cry out for air and formal qualification to survive in
the new world of immediate information.
The International Council of Museums foresees the closing of 15% of museums around the world,
and in addition to the culture being affected by this change, several jobs and professionals will
have to be relocated to other locations, if they can. The recovery of our economies and the
healing process for societies after the crisis will be long and complex, and I emphasize again that
art will have an important role to play in rebuilding the local economy and repairing the social
fabric of the affected communities. Finally, it is important to note that the art market will undergo
an extreme change over the next few years. Realistically speaking, the vast majority of people
are learning, and we are all in the same boat of learning and acquiring new platforms and
technologies. The only thing I hope for, besides the obvious resilience, is that there is preparation,
care, qualification, training, disposition and most importantly: determination, however it may be.
Bianca Cutait is an art advisor, director of the gallery Arte Fundamental and advisor to several
museums. Thanks to her experience that comes from generations, she has been inserted in the
art market since she was 16 years old. Today, at 41 Bianca lives in Miami, where she takes care
of her gallery and serves customers - virtually - around the world. Until the closing of this edition,
Bianca participated in 154 zoom calls, 13 council meetings, 87 hours of videos, and attended 9
virtual fairs, actively participating in 2 of them.

